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Preliminary Notes 

In order to use any foreign-language dictionary for basic translation, including Russian, you need to: 

1) know the alphabet of the foreign language  
 

2) be familiar with various fonts (the various ways the letter might look) and conventions of print 
in the foreign language (the various ways the word might be spelled without breaking the 
spelling rules) 
 

3) understand the structure of a dictionary entry (what kind of information and in what order one 
might expect to find in a particular dictionary) 
 

4) understand dictionary notation (how the information about the word is encoded in the entry, 
what the abbreviated words mean, what clues can help one decide which of the many words to 
choose in a particular situation) 

In order to feel comfortable with criteria (3) and (4) above, you need to: 

 know the word structure and be able to identify its “building blocks”: root, 
prefix, suffix, and ending 

 know parts of speech in your native language and in the foreign language 
 know the structure of a simple sentence and the word order both in your 

language and in the foreign language 

5) be aware of the fact that, for the most part, texts are not translated word-for-word: there is 
almost always a discrepancy between the language of the original and the target language on 
many levels, including but not restricted to: 

 the number of words  

 word forms and/or parts of speech 

 the word’s function and place in the sentence 

 the word’s register (formal/informal) or connotation (positive/negative)  

 
6) be aware of homonymy: words that look or sound alike may not mean the same on a closer 
inspection; especially when a word form is mistaken for a basic form of another word 
 
7) be aware of false cognates: words that look or sound close to English may have a different 
meaning in the foreign language 
 
8)  be careful with service words, such as prepositions and conjunctions: these vary widely – 
and wildly – from language to language 
 
9) always check the spelling both in the original and the target language 
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Navigating dic.academic.ru 

1. Type the word or hrase in the upper window. 

2. 2. Choose “толкование” for an explanation in Russian or “перевод” for the word to be 

translated into English. 

3. Press ENTER. 

4.  You will see the word entry right below the lower window and a number of dictionaries 

containing this word. 

5.  To choose a particular dictionary from the list (i.e. Dictionary of Synonyms), click on the 

WORD ENTRY itself (rather than on the title of the dictionary). 

6.  You can switch between Russian and English dictionaries at any time by switching between 

“толкование” and “перевод”. 

Navigating www.multitran.ru 

1. Type the word or phrase in the upper window 

2. Choose language in the window below 

3. Click “поиск” (‘search’). 

4. Choose the field, for example: общая лексика – general lexicon; канадский термин – Canadian 

term, инженерн. – engineering, etc. 

5. Consult several fields that may be relevant to your search and read the examples of the word 

usagecarefully. For example, when you enter “spring break” in the sense of spring vacations, the 

correct meaning is listed under “Canadian term” rather than in the general lexicon. 

Russian alphabet 

The Russian alphabet has 33 letters: 10 vowels (marked red) and 23 consonants.  

Аа, Бб, Вв, Гг, Дд, Ее, Ёё, Жж, Зз, Ии, Йй, Кк, Лл, Мм, Нн, Оо, Пп, Рр, Сс, Тт, Уу, 
Фф, Хх, Цц, Чч, Шш, Щщ, ъ, ы, ь, Ээ, Юю, Яя 

The ten Russian vowel letters correspond to only 5 vowel sounds: а, о, э, ы, у are used to indicate 
hardness of the preceding consonant, while я, ё, е, и, ю have two alternative functions: 1) these letters 
either show the softness of the preceding consonant, or 2) turn the vowel into a diphthong, whose first 
component is a consonant й and second component the vowel of the “hard” set. Thus: in the beginning 
of the word (except и) and after any other vowel or after ь/ъ,  Я = ЙА, Ё=ЙО, Е=ЙЭ, Ю=ЙУ, and И=ЙИ. 

hardness softness Й + vowel: in 
the beginning 

Й + vowel: 
after another 
vowel 

Й + vowel: 
after ь or ъ 

А    мама   Я    мяч Я  яблоко  [йа] Я    моя    [йа] Я   пьян    [йа] 

О   дом Ё    мёд Ё  ёлка       [йо] Ё     моё    [йо] Ё  бельё   [йо] 

Э   мэр Е    мел Е  если       [йе] Е    уеду    [йе] Е  съем     [йе] 

Ы    мыло И   мир      n/a И    Саид   [йи] И  семьи [йи] 

У    ручка Ю  рюкзак Ю  юбка   [йу] Ю   свою  [йу] Ю   шью   [йу] 
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Russian fonts and Conventions of Russian print (and/or handwriting) 
Russian fonts: handwritten, typed, italics 

Some Russian letters look similar or identical to English letters and stand for similar sounds; others may 
look like English letters but stand for different sounds; yet others neither look, nor sound like English but 
may be confused with one another or even with English when font changes from, say, typed to italics, or 
from handwritten to typed. 

One famous example is the Russian letter Дд (pronounced “d”). 

handwritten typed italics 

 

Дд Дд 

  

As you can see from the table above, the capital handwritten letter Д looks exactly like the English 
capital handwritten letter D, while the lower-case handwritten д is identical with the lower-case 
handwritten English g in appearance but not in the sound it represents. In the meantime, the lower-case 
Russian д in italics can be easily confused with the lower-case typed letter б (pronounced b): 

дела (noun, plural: things, deeds)     vs    бела (short adjective, feminine: white). 

Consult your 1st year Russian textbook and/or your Russian language teacher for other important 
differences in fonts that may affect meaning. 

Diacritic marks (temporary):Diacritic marks can be temporary or permanent. Russian stress sign (`) is 
temporary, unlike, for example, the two kinds of stress in French. Russian stress is marked only in 
children’s books, textbooks for foreign students, or in situations of ambivalence: 

ра ре а л (‘he was cutting’)  vs  ра р  ал (‘he has cut’) 

Umlaut (the two dots above the letter) in the letter ё is also temporary in Russian. Although the letters e 
and ё stand for different sounds, the umlaut is marked only in children’s books, textbooks for foreign 
students, and in situations of ambivalence, such as: 

все (‘everyone’) vs  всё (‘everything’), or совершенный (‘perfect’) vs cовершённый (‘competed’). 

Diacritic mark over Й (permanent): There is only one permanent diacritic mark in Russian: the little “hat” 
on top of the letter Й. It is very important to remember that letters Й and И are not variants of the same 
letter; they are TWO DIFFERENT LETTERS, the letter Й representing a consonant (or, strictly speaking, 
semivowel) and the letter И representing a vowel sound.  This difference affects both meaning and 
pronunciation, since the number of syllables in a Russian word directly corresponds to the number of 
vowels.  

Compare: 

МОЙ отец  (‘my father’, singlular masculine, 1 syllable) ; МОИ родители (my parents, plural, 2 syllables) 

ВОЙНА (‘war’, nominative singular feminine, 2 syllables); ВОИНА (‘of the warrior’, genitive singular 
masculine, archaic, 3 syllables) 
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The structure of a dictionary entry 

A typical Russian dictionary entry contains all or some the following information:  

 the entry itself in the basic form (e.g. nominative singular for nouns; nominative singular 

masculine for adjectives; infinitive for verbs);  

 information about pronunciation;  

 information about most common temporary forms the word may take (other forms can be 

inferred from these; in case of irregular forms, these will be also indicated); 

 information on some intrinsic grammatical features, for example on gender of a noun;  

 LEXICAL DEFINITION or TRANSLATION;  

 most common expressions or idioms in which the word is used;  

 examples of usage in the every day language;  

 examples of usage in literary texts (poetry, fiction, etc.) 

It is easier to start with the DEFINITION mode in order to see most of these elements in one entry. 

Translation mode will contain only some of them. Below is an entry for the noun “обед” (‘dinner’) from 

dic.academic.ru in the definition mode.  

 

 
 

a. The word in its basic form (nominative singular), with the marked stress. 

b. The form of genitive singular (note the ending –a) is  not marked for stress, which means the stress 

pattern will be the same throughout all other forms. 

c.  Gender information: муж. is the abbreviated form of мужской род (masculine gender). This note 

helps distinguish the basic form (nominative singular: обед ) from its declined form (genitive singular: 

обеда). Remember: you always need the basic form to look up the word in the dictionary. 

Here is а list of singular noun endings in all three genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter: 
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Мужской род, муж., м. (masc.) Женский род, жен., ж. (fem.) Средний род,  ср. (neuter) 

Папа, дядя   (-а/-я) Мама, тётя (-а/-я) Окно, море (-o/-e, hard/soft st) 

Отец  (zero ending, hard stem)  Общежитие (-e, soft stem) 

Словарь (zero ending, soft stem) Мать (zero ending, soft stem) Имя, время  (-a/-я, irregular) 

d. The word “обед” has three major meanings, numbered 1, 2, and 3. The first meaning is roughly 

“having a meal in the middle of the day”; the second meaning is “the midday meal/food itself” (as in 

“cook dinner”), and the third meaning is “time of the day when people usually have dinner”. Being 

aware of the multiplicity of meanings is important for translation, as you will soon see. 

e, f. Following the definition, you will find common expressions used with the word “обед”. Some of 

them can be in the form of a collocation (as in e); others, in the full sentence form (f).  

g. The double vertical line is commonly used to separate shades of meaning in one and the same 

definition. In our example, the definition after the double vertical line reads: “same thing, with invited 

guests,” followed by a corresponding example (g). It turns out that the difference between dining alone 

or with a family/friend(s) as opposed to dining with invited guests will be reflected in the way the word 

is used in a sentence. You can “have dinner” alone or with family and close friends, but you should “give 

dinner” when important guests are invited. 

h. A quote from a famous work of literature is given in quotation marks (note: Russian quotation marks 

look different from English ones: «») followed by the author’s last name. This quotation is from 

Pushkin’s play Mozart and Salieri (1830). 

i. Because on-line dictionaries contain entries from multiple dictionaries previously published in the 

book form, the title or the last name of the author is listed after each entry in dic.academic.ru along 

with the year(s) of the dictionary’s publication. This is done because language changes overtime, and 

some of the meanings might have changed but not yet recorded at the moment you consult the 

dictionary. 

 In www.multitran.ru, this information will be found on the left margin, either in the form of 

abbreviation (общ. = словарь общей лексики, general lexicon) or in the form of a last name (Макаров 

= Словарь Макарова, Makarov’s dictionary).
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j. The list of synonyms (синонимы) contains words close in meaning to the word in question. These 

include words and/or word forms, such as diminutives (обедец), in various styles or registers, from very 

formal to colloquial and/or slang. One funny example given in this entry is from the note commonly 

hung on the doors of grocery stores during lunch time: “ушла на базу” (literally: ‘gone to the main 

shop’). 

 

Dictionary notation 

As you could see from the examples above, the word’s definition comprises only a part of the entire 

dictionary entry. The rest is taken up by dictionary notations (in the abbreviated form) and examples. 

Let us look at yet another definition entry, the verb “обедать” (to dine, to have dinner). 

 

a.  Just as in the entry for noun “обед”, where the form of genitive singular was listed after the basic 

form, this entry also contains useful forms of the verb: the 1st and the 2nd person singular (I dine, you 

dine). The rest of the forms can be inferred from these, based on the two verb conjugations. 

Refer to your 1st year Russian textbook or consult a teacher for the full list of verb types in both 

conjugations. 

b, c. The abbreviation совер. stands for совершенный вид (‘perfective aspect’) of the verb. 

REMEMBER: the basic form for any verb is несовершенный вид (‘imperfective aspect’). In foreign 

language textbooks and dictionaries, the first word in a Russian verb pair is always imperfective, in our 

example: обедать. 

 

If you happen to look up a verb in the perfective aspect, the dictionary will refer you back to the basic 

form, that is, the imperfective aspect.  

 
The abbreviation см. means смотри (‘see’). 
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d. Abbreviation бе  доп. means бе  дополнения (‘without an object’),and abbreviations ра г. редк. 

mean ра говорное редкое (‘colloquial, rare’). Following the note “colloquial, rare” stands the 

Instrumental case question чем. All of this means that the verb “обедать” can be used without a 

grammatical object (я пообедал =I dined) as well as with a grammatical object in the Instrumental case 

(я пообедал хлебом с маслом = I ate bread and butter for dinner), although the latter type of 

expression is both colloquial and rare.  

 

Before listing the most common Russian abbreviation used in dictionary notation, let us recall some 

basic grammatical and syntactic features of the Russian language they reflect. 

 

Word structure 

In the example on page 5, the basic (nominative singular) form of the noun “обед” is followed by the 

genitive singular masculine “обеда”.  Let us now switch to the translation mode by pressing ПЕРЕВОД... 

 

...and analyze some information provided in the notations for Anglophone speakers. 

Circled in red above is the abbreviated gender note: м = муж., мужской род (‘masculine’). Underlined in 

red are several expressions, such as: 

 пригласить кого-л. на ~ (invite smb. to dinner); 

 за ~ом (at/over dinner); 

 после ~а (after dinner); 

 до ~а (before dinner); 

and finally, 

 ~ы на дом (take-home meals). 

What does it all mean and what on earth happened to our dinner, our “обед”?  
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Looking closely at the English equivalents provided in the parentheses above, you will notice that the 
Russian word for dinner has been replaced by the tilde (~). It is pretty straightforward in the first 
example: пригласить кого-л. на ~ (invite smb. to dinner). You can even guess that кого-л. is an 
abbreviated form equivalent to the English smb. (‘somebody’), and that the little word на right before 
the tilde is an equivalent of the English preposition for. 
 
What are the little tails after tilde in the rest of the examples, such as  ~а and ~ом ? 
 
These are the case endings of the word “обед”. In fact, in most of these examples, the tilde is replacing 
not the entire word “обед” but rather its morphological stem, that is: part of the word that undergoes 
no morphological changes as opposed to the endings, which change according to case. 
 

 Nominative:  обед  (dinner) 

 Genitive: до обеда; после обеда (before dinner; after dinner) 

 Dative: к обеду (for dinner, as in ‘what’s for dinner) 

 Accusative: на обед (for dinner, as in ‘guests were invited for dinner’) 

 Instrumental: за обедом (at/over dinner) 

 Prepositional: на обеде (at the dinner; synonymous with Instrumental above) 

 
The concept of case is essential to Russian and cannot be covered in full in a dictionary tutorial. It is 
important, however, to always pay attention to the word’s ending, gender, and case in order to get the 
right meaning. See: Discrepancy in word forms and/or parts of speech. 
 
In addition to the word’s ending, the entire morphological make-up of the word can be important. The 
word in almost any language is comprised of “building blocks”, or morphemes: ROOT, PREFIX, SUFFIX, 
and ENDING; all of the above, except the ending, comprises a STEM. 
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The borderline between the ending and the stem (the rest of the word) depends on what part of speech 
the word is. Consider, for example, two words: 
 

                                                      
Although the last three letters look the same in both words, only one of them, E, belongs to the ending 
in the noun, while in the adjective the letters ИЕ comprise one ending; H being the suffix in both words. 
Knowing where the stem ends and the ending… begins helps reconstruct the stem replaced by the tilde. 

Parts of speech 

Here is the list of most common abbreviations used in dictionary notations with regards to the parts of 

speech, along with some examples formed from the root “обед” for the most part. Note the difference 

in translation depending on whether DINNER is a noun or an adjective (dinner vs dinner table).
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Sentence structure and Word order: English vs Russian 

Take a look at the noun and adjective in Russian and in English, and you will see that these parts of 

speech differ in Russian but are the same in English. How is this possible? The reason for this 

discrepancy lies at the nature of each language. English is an analytical language, where the meaning of 

a sentence or a phrase is defined by the word order. In Russian, on the other hand, the word order is 

relatively free, while the meaning “resides” in the words’ ever changing endings, or inflections. This is 

why Russian is called an inflective language. Whereas in English it is enough to place “dinner” before 

“table” to make “dinner” an adjective, in Russian one must visually transform обед into обеденный. 

From Russian to Englsih… 

 

And back…  

Hmm… That was too easy, wasn’t it? Let’s try simply “table” and use multitran this time. 
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Wow… this is a little bit over the top. And I was not even able to print-screen the entire… table of 

meanings. How about narrowing down the search? Let’s try “table spoon”. 

 

So, this is what we have in sum: 
Dinner – noun, обед Dinner (adjective) + table (noun) = обеденный стол, masc. 
Table – noun, стол Tab le (adjective) + spoon (noun) = столовая ложка, fem. 
Spoon – noun, ложка 
 

The table spoon was a metaphor, which one good Russian 
professor of English used to describe the process of language 
acquisition to his high school students. “English is an ocean, and 
our lessons are but a table spoon,” he would say. “Can one drink 
up the entire ocean with the help of a table spoon?” The same is 
true about any language.  We cannot exhaust its possibilities in 
one gulp. But we can learn to navigate the dictionary. 

 

Texts are not translated word-for-word 

As you have seen from previous examples, texts are not translated word-for-word. There is almost 

always a discrepancy between the original and the target language. Let us review some common 

discrepancies foreign-language students may encounter in the process of translation from English to 

Russian and vice versa. 

Discrepancy in number 

Some words that are singular in Russian (картошка, виноград) are plural in English (potatoes, grapes), 

while some words that are singular in English (money, news) are plural in Russian (деньги, новости). 

Discrepancy in word forms and/or parts of speech 

Consider the two entries below: 
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How can one and the same dictionary, Большой англо-русский и русско-английский словарь, have 
two different entries on ducks? And what do the “weft” and “woof” have to do with this bird? 
Apparently, the first entry, “уток” is not the basic form of the Russian word for ‘duck’. Rather it is the 
basic form of the word for “weft” (or “woof”): nominative singular masculine. The basic form for ‘duck’ 
(second entry) is feminine in Russian: “утка”, but its genitive/accusative plural form graphically 
coincides with the basic form of “уток” (‘woof’ or ‘weft’). 
 
They even differ in accentuation (stress):  
одна у тка, много у ток (one duck, many ducks), but лицевой уто к (face picks) in textile.  
 

 

Discrepancy in word’s function and place in the sentence (see Word order) 

 

The famous phrase “being determines consciousness” does not sound as straightforward and 

unambiguous in Russian as it does in English. While in English the word order is subject-object-verb 

(SVO), in Russian it can easily be object-verb-subject, or verb-object-subject, or object-subject-verb, or 

verb-subject-object, depending on where you place the emphasis.  

Mary loves Peter: 

Мария любит Петра = Петра любит Мария = Любит Петра Мария = Петра Мария любит 

 

Peter loves Mary: 

Пётр любит Марию=Марию любит Пётр=Любит Пётр Марию=Марию Пётр любит 

 

Regardless of what our respective lovers’ positions are, it is the case ending of each that determines 

who loves whom, and not the order. 

 

In the situation when distinguishing between case endings is impossible, as in the Marx’ dictum above, 

Russians agree to temporarily follow the English order SVO. Yet, one can never be sure: 

 

И я судьбу благословил,   And I blessed my fate 

Когда мой двор уединенный,  When my lonely courtyard, 
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Печальным снегом занесенный, Covered with snow 

Твой колокольчик огласил.  [was filled with the voice of a troika-bell] 

 (А. С. Пушкин) 

 

The direct word order (SVO) in Pushkin’s stanza would be колокольчик огласил двор (the troika-bell  

voice filled the courtyard), but the poet used inversion to the effect of surprise: the real subject 

(колокольчик) in the active voice comes at the end of the sentence, whereby the word двор is quite 

unexpectedly turned into a direct object as a result of poetic inversion of syntax: 

 

OVS     двор (кого\что) огласил колокольчик (кто/что). 

 

In English, when the order of subject and object is inverted one needs to switch from active to passive 

voice, but in Russian it is not necessary, although possible:  со нание определяется бытием 

(‘consciousness is determined by being’). 

 

Make sure to define your relationships with cases before venturing on translating philosophical texts! 

Discrepancy in register and/or connotation 

 

“Stir up nationalism”; “ignite nationalism”, “loose nationalism”… These are the expressions listed under 

the rubric СМИ (средства массовой информации, mass media). Does not sound too good, does it? 

Народность, on the other hand, must be quite a positive thing in Russian, if celebrated Russian 

composers of the 19 century based their music on it. Always look at several examples in various contexts 

to make sure you are using the word in the sense you mean, positive or negative (or neutral). 
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False cognates 

The above example (with nationalism)can also serve as an illustration of the concept of false cognates. 

Just because the word sounds familiar in English, it does not automatically follow that it has the same 

meaning in Russian. 

 

A more obvious example is the pair of false cognates мага ин (‘store’, ‘shop’)and magazine (‘a type of 

periodical’). 

Homonymy 

The example with real and false “ducks” on page 13 is an example of homonymy (or homography, to be 

precise: a coincidence in the way two different words look in writing/print). 

 

There might be pure (complete) homonymy, when two words look and sound the same in their basic 

forms, but mean quite different things: 

 
 

       

There is just as little resemblance between the onion and the bow above as between the бант and the 

лук below: 
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Never dine out of context       

It is time to come back to our first dinner, which we left on page 5. Let us switch to translation mode 

(перевод):  

dic.academic.ru: 

 
 

So, lunch or dinner? The best way to check is to use reverse translation: 

 

According to www.multitran.ru, the word lunch can mean, among other things,  “a second breakfast”, 

“a light snack”, “a dinner”, and even – in a taboo slang lexicon, “oral sex; depends on the time of the 

day, obviously. 

 
 

You may double check with dic.academic.ru, but I guarantee you that you will have a jet lag either way, 

whether you translate обед as ‘lunch’ or ‘dinner’, since lunch can mean either обед or завтрак, and 

dinner - either обед or ужин.  
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Not to mention that dining in a verb form is something sophisticated in English (normally you have or 

eat dinner), while no special importance is attached to the verb обедать by Russians: they can dine and 

have their dinner too, without changing the register from formal to informal. 

Spelling  fun, or why cook “dirt” 

Many a Russian teacher was greatly surprised by the sentence: Моя любимая еда – перегной. 

Find out why by checking the three possible spelling of the word in the original: 

Humus 

Hummus 

Houmous 

Service words 
Small yet indispensible, service words (prepositions and conjunctions) put up quite a resistance when 

you try to translate them. You may need to take something for  your headache afterwards. I mean, вам 

придётся принять что-то от головы, even though for = для, and от = from/against. 

S T E P-BY-STEP… 

S T E P 1: decide on the overall structure of the sentence. Find the 

verb, the subject, the direct and indirect object, and so forth. If the 

sentence contains one or more personal or possessive pronouns 

(s/he, her/his…), determine what nouns in the previous sentence of 

phrase they refer too. Remember: Russians use the personal name 

first, then the pronoun (unlike Anglophones). 

 
 

S T E P 2: decide on the intrinsic as well as temporary characteristics of 

the word in question: what part of speech is it? what function in the 

sentence does it perform? what gender is the noun? what form is the 

verb in: 1st, 2nd, or 3rd person, what tense, aspect, conjugation? try 

guessing the basic form (nominative singular for nouns, nominative 

singular masculine for adjectives, infinitive imperfective for verbs). 
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S T E P 3: if you understand 99% of the sentence, try guessing the 

meaning based on context. Make use of cognates, real or false ones. 

Even the so called “false” cognates may contain a hint or two. 

 

S T E P 4: if you could not guess, select your target language. 

 

dic.academic.ru: 

 Look at the name of the dictionary under each entry: you need англо-русский и русско-английский 

словарь (English-Russian, Russian-English dictionary). 

 
 

www.multitran.ru:  

Select the right language in the dropdown window on the bottom (1) before clicking “search” (2). You 

need: Английский = English. 

 
5. SELECT THE DICTIONARY YOU NEED, for example: general lexicon 

(общая лексика), thesaurus (толковый словарь Ушакова, Ожегова, 

etc.), a dictionary of technical/professional jargon (биологический 

словарь, словарь морских терминов, etc.), criminal argo (словарь 

русского арго)...  
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a) If using dic.academic.ru, click directly on the entry word; 

b) If using multitran.ru, click on the name of the dictionary on the 

left of the entry word: 

 
 

5. Verify the spelling. 

6. Read the notation. Skip to the part of speech you need (n., pron., 

adj.) and read examples given in that section: do any of them look 

similar to your phrase/sentence? If not, repeat the search; do not 

grab the first available word. 

7. Look at the context: does the entire phrase or sentence make 

sense? Translate it back and see whether it will result in nonsense. 

8. Remember: texts do not translate word-for-word. Embrace the 

difference (and run it by a native speaker: “does that sound right”?) 

9. Do not be afraid to make a mistake: learn by trial and error. 


